US News Names NYU-Poly Online Engineering Program Among Top Schools

US News and World Report, in its first online graduate school ranking this year, reported on the nation’s top online engineering programs. NYU-Poly’s online programs ranked in the top ten of the list of top programs as announced March 5th, 2013. The latest rankings of the Sloan Enterprise Learning & Executive Education (SLE) in online student engagement, NYU-Poly emerged as one of the top three leaders in virtual education.

Among Top Schools

NYU-Poly’s online student engagement enjoy a rare level of access to a virtual cyber laboratory. NYU-Poly cybersecurity students enjoy access to an environment that closely resembles and supports cybersecurity. The innovative approach helps students adopt to the online environment and technical support is available around the clock.

NYU-Poly Cyber Security faculty and Program Director Nasir Memon

Top tech companies say Poly’s online Cyber Security Master’s degree equips them with the skills they need. NYU-Poly received a high praise from President Robert Ubell. “Exceptional now with firms required to retain cyber experts during the present worldwide talent crisis.”
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